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Skillmine wishes you a very  

Happy New Year!

As a year ends and a new hopeful one begins, Skillmine  

continues to add value to our customers transformation  

journey. Find out more in our quarterly update. 



NEW WINS!
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We feel honoured that six new customers have chosen us to fill their business needs, and  
we are eager to be of service.

Skillmine has been selected by one of the  

leading Indian media conglomerates to  

transform their entertainment & sports with  

superior content. Our team is developing and  

managing their RPA projects, cloud system,  

APIs, and providing DevOps support. 

Skillmine collaborates with a leading cxLoyalty  

Technology Platform, that aids their customers  

to effectively reward their end user. We are  

providing a range of security and site support  

services to help amplify its Direct-to-Consumer  

E-Commerce Offerings for its Brand Partners.

Skillmine is designing and developing API for  

its customer, a Travel Risk Management  

Company offering one-stop-shop platform to  

cater digital insurance needs for businesses. 

An Indian private sector bank, part of an  

integrated infrastructure finance company  

collaborates with Skillmine. Skillmine team is  

managing and providing top notch Managed  

IT support to the client. 

Skillmine unites with an Indian e-commerce  

company based in Mumbai offering premium,  

high-end, luxury brands. Skillmine is providing  

Comprehensive IT Security Assessment for this  

premium customer

Skillmine has been selected by a leading  

Japanese multinational conglomerate corporation  

headquartered in Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan to  

holistically transform its IT Infrastructure.  



We have successfully completed the Compromise Assessment and OSMACC Social Media  

Compliance for one of the best trading and logistics company in Saudi Arabia.  

 

We conducted a comprehensive technical assessment and analysis of an organization’s infrastructure,  

endpoints, and servers independently the entire company. 

We are scaling up our capability and practice around Service Now Platforms from an overall  

development and deployment perspective.  

 

We are working with two leading Banks in India to help manage their digital workflows for enterprise  

operations with Service Now. 

We are comprehensively scaling up for SAP Hybris Technology to enable enterprise deployment of  

traditional SAP to turn them into E-commerce processing systems.  

 

It will help to curtail business costs, save time, and minimise the complexity of business processes of  

our customers.

We have started a project to do Automation and Scailng using infrastructure as a code.  

 

This project is for multi-platform technology deployment for two of our key esteemed customers.

WHAT'S NEW!



The Cash Cycle Optimizer CCO®
The cash managers at the bank branches, cash processing centers and CIT companies  

strive to reduce the total cost of cash ownership without affecting the quality of service  

to their customers. While the actual details of cash management strategy vary greatly  

between banks and the CIT companies, a key element for all is the cost factor and the  

cost of cash needs to be optimized 

 

The above challenges can be addressed efficiently and effectively by implementing the  

Cash Cycle Optimizer CCO® Software Suite offered by Skillmine in partnership with  

planfocus software based in Munich, Germany. It can significantly reduce the cost burden  

for all the stakeholders involved in the cash cycle and the investment made on the  

CCO® Solution can be recovered faster. 

 

The CCO® Suite is a modular and scalable solution with configuration flexibility to adjust  

to your business needs. It can optimize the following aspects of cash handling:

The banks, as the principal providers of the money, have the responsibility of moving  

physical cash from one place to another place within a city/town or across the  

cities/towns.  

 

Cash-in-transit (CIT) is physical transfer of bank notes, coins, credit cards and items  

of high value from one location to another. The locations include cash centers  

(or cashpoints) viz., cash processing centers, bank branches, ATMs and large retail outlets. 

 

For the day-to-day cash operations, the banks may have to order additional cash from the  

central bank to meet the cash disbursals to their customers and also need to refill the  

ATMs with the cash.  

 

The banks cannot hold extra cash in the branches and in the ATMs due to cost of the  

interest on the reserve cash. The banks need to ensure that ATMs are filled sufficiently  

with cash to meet the customers' withdrawals and also minimize the trips by the CIT  

company to the ATM locations.

Forecasting and Planning with Artificial  

Intelligence (AI) based algorithms

Cash Center  

Management

Synchronization of  

the Cashpoints

CIT  

Management

Cash Order  

Lifecycle Tracking
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SCALING FOR GROWTH
Skillmine has embarked on a new journey through a business  
partnership with PlanFocus Software GmbH, based in Munich,  
Germany.   

Skillmine is bringing the PlanFocus’ CCO software to the Indian businesses with  

the motto of empowering banking, retail, and Cash-in-Transit companies to drive  

optimization and cost reduction in cash management.  

 

Get more info on PlanFocus. https://skill-mine.com/planfocus/



Skillmine’s INSEED program is empowered with vision to groom tech graduates to  

technocrats and form a rock-solid platform for their prospective career with well crafted  

training models. 

 

INSEED employs symbiotic collaboration that benefits client with consistent & reliable  

workforce and empowers candidates with advanced technologies and tools. 

 

Skillmine plays a pivotal role in grooming candidates in line with Business demands and  

eventually our INSEED candidates becomes core competency of Client technology teams. 

 

We have successfully finished 10+ batches in association with reputed institutes and  

prominent institutions covering latest technology streams like IT Operation, Cybersecurity,  

Cloud Engineering and Datacenter networking.  

 

Now, we are targeting next gen technologies such as InfoSec automation and  

orchestration (SOAR) AI & ML, Service Now, APM.  

 

INSEED has become the key catalyst in Skillmine's transformation.

For more information  
Contact: info@skill-mine.com      Visit us: skill-mine.com
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Creating Capability 

Skillmine's INSEED evolved as the intrinsic value  

partner for clients to build their core competency  

and an eminent platform for graduates to build  

rewarding career.


